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Matrix product operators (MPOs) are at the heart of the second-generation density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) algorithm formulated in matrix product state language. We first summarize the widely known
facts on MPO arithmetic and representations of single-site operators. Second, we introduce three compression
methods (rescaled SVD, deparallelization, and delinearization) for MPOs and show that it is possible to construct
efficient representations of arbitrary operators using MPO arithmetic and compression. As examples, we construct
powers of a short-ranged spin-chain Hamiltonian, a complicated Hamiltonian of a two-dimensional system and,
as proof of principle, the long-range four-body Hamiltonian from quantum chemistry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since its introduction in 1992, the density matrix renor-
malization group [1] (DMRG) algorithm has been extremely
successful at the solution of one-dimensional quantum me-
chanical problems [2]. Following the connection [3] between
the original DMRG algorithm and the variational class of
matrix product states (MPS), a series of second-generation
DMRG algorithms has been developed [4–9], which explicitly
build on the underlying tensor structure. In these second-
generation algorithms, both the current variational state as
well as the Hamiltonian operator are represented as tensor
networks, namely MPS and matrix product operators (MPO).
As such, the correct construction of the MPO representation
of the Hamiltonian at hand is the starting point of any DMRG
calculation. This construction can be done fairly easily by hand
for short-range Hamiltonians, if necessary with the help of a
finite-state machine [6,10,11], which generates the required
terms in the MPO. However, these finite-state machines
can very quickly become extremely complicated (see, e.g.,
Figs. 7, 9, and 10 for automata to generate interactions on
a two-dimensional cylinder in Ref. [12]). Other analytical
approaches [13,14] to construct the MPO representation of in
particular quantum chemistry Hamiltonians require individual
treatment of each system and type of interaction by hand.
In this paper, we will present a generic method to con-
struct arbitrary MPOs based solely on (a) the definition of
appropriate single-site operators (such as c†i or szi ) and (b)
the implementation of a model-independent MPO arithmetic.
We will show that using these two ingredients, it is possible
to efficiently construct the optimal representations of small
powers of one-dimensional Hamiltonians and of medium-
range Hamiltonians on two-dimensional cylinders. We further
provide a proof-of-principle that the constructive approach
is also able to generate the optimal representation for the
four-body quantum chemistry Hamiltonian with long-range
interactions.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
define MPOs as widely used in the literature. Sections III
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and IV summarize and supplement the existing works on the
construction of fundamental single-site operators such as c†i
in MPO form as well as the addition and multiplication of
arbitrary MPOs. After such an addition or multiplication,
compression using one of the three compression methods
specifically adapted to MPOs as laid out in Sec. V brings
the operator representation back into its most efficient form.
We give examples of the resulting MPOs in Sec. VII for a spin-
chain with nearest-neighbor interactions, the Fermi-Hubbard
model on a cylinder in hybrid real- and momentum space and
the full quantum chemistry Hamiltonian. Section VIII details
an algorithm to reduce numerical errors while calculating the
variance 〈O2〉 − 〈O〉2 of an MPO—of particular interest here
is the Hamiltonian ˆH represented as an MPO. Finally, we
conclude in Sec. IX.
II. MATRIX PRODUCT OPERATORS (MPO)
For a detailed introduction to the DMRG and in particular
the second-generation algorithms based on MPS and MPOs,
we refer to an existing review [6] as well as a DMRG-centered
overview of the implementation [15]. Here, we will only define
the basic structure of matrix product operators.
Given a set of L local Hilbert spaces Hi ,i ∈ [1,L] of
dimension di each and an operator ˆH which acts on the tensor
product space H = ⊗iHi , we can write the operator ˆH as
ˆH =
∑
στ
cστ |τ 〉〈σ |, (1)
where |τ 〉 enumerates the (product) basis states of H and 〈σ |
enumerates the basis states of the dual space of H. We can
decompose each basis vector |τ 〉 as the tensor product of basis
vectors on the individual local spaces as
|τ 〉 =
L⊗
i=1
|τi〉 = |τ1 . . . τL〉, (2)
which leads to
ˆH =
∑
σ1τ1
· · ·
∑
σLτL
cσ1...σLτ1...τL |τ1 . . . τL〉〈σ1 . . . σL|. (3)
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FIG. 1. (Left) Graphical representation of one component tensor
Wi of an MPO. (Right) Contraction corresponding to the matrix-
matrix products in Eq. (4) of multiple component tensors. Labels
on the legs denote the basis on this leg. Arrows indicate whether
the leg is incoming or outgoing and are largely only relevant when
implementing quantum number conservation. In this convention,
MPOs act on matrix product states from above, with the latter having
outgoing physical indices.
This form is still entirely generic [2]. The coefficient c ∈ C
∏
i d
2
i
may now be decomposed as a set of matrix products. That is, on
each site i and for every combination of local states {|τi〉,〈σi |},
we introduce a set of matrices (Wσiτii )wi−1,wi with the property
that their matrix-matrix product equals a specific element of
the c tensor:∑
w
(
W
σ1τ1
1
)
w0,w1
(
W
σ2τ2
2
)
w1,w2
· · · (WσLτLL )wL−1,wL = cσ1...σLτ1...τL .
(4)
The tensor Wi is then a rank-4 tensor with two physical indices
σi and τi , while the two matrix indices above are now called
MPO bond indices and will be labeled wi−1 and wi . In order
for the above product of matrices to result in a scalar value for a
given set of τ and σ , we need w0 and wL to be one-dimensional
dummy indices. Each tensor Wi can be represented graphically
by a square with four legs, cf. Fig. 1. Connecting legs of two
tensors corresponds to a tensor contraction over the associated
indices.
The relevant insight is that for a large class of operators,
including all Hamiltonians with short-range interactions in one
dimension, the required MPO bond dimension, i.e., the size of
matrices Wσiτii in Eq. (4), to reproduce the original tensor c,
is both small (≈5) and constant in the size L of the system.
For long-range interactions, the size of the matrices usually
only grows polynomially in the range of the interaction.1
Constructing the set of tensors Wi which faithfully reproduce
the desired operator ˆH at minimal MPO bond dimensions wi
will be discussed in this paper.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF SINGLE-SITE OPERATORS
The representation of single-site operators as MPOs is
relatively straightforward in general and mostly already widely
known. In this section we summarize the existing, though not
necessarily published, results in this area.
To construct the MPO representation of a single-site
operator, we will first focus on a homogeneous S = 1 spin
chain. Section III A contains the transformation of fermionic
operators using a Jordan-Wigner string. In Sec. III B, we
explain how to handle nonhomogeneous systems, such as
1Some specific long-range interaction terms can be encoded
efficiently in constant space, but this is not generally the case.
FIG. 2. Graphical representation of MPOs for sˆz3 and sˆ+2 on a
four-site system. Numbers and letters z denote the incoming and
outgoing Sz quantum numbers on each tensor leg. By convention, the
leftmost MPO bond index w0 transforms the same as the represented
operator, while the rightmost MPO bond index wL always transforms
as the vacuum of the system. The MPO acts on the MPS below it,
mapping states with Sz = z to those with Sz = z + 1 in the second
example on the second site. Dotted lines indicate the contractions
which would result in the full coefficient tensor c from Eq. (4).
chains of alternating S = 1 spins with S = 1/2 spins at the
ends or mixed fermion-boson systems.
Let us start with the construction of sˆzi for an S = 1 spin
chain. The first ingredient is the representation of sˆz as a matrix
on a local Hilbert space. This is straightforwardly given as sz =
diag(1,0,−1). Secondly, we need the matrix representation 13
of the identity operator ˆ1 on this local Hilbert space.
For a given fixed i, the explicit form of the single-site
operator as sˆzi = ˆ11 ⊗ ˆ12 · · · ˆ1i−1 ⊗ sˆzi ⊗ ˆ1i+1 · · · ˆ1L (that is,
the identity operator acting on sites 1 through i − 1 and i + 1
throughL) then corresponds closely to the MPO representation
of sˆzi as
W<i = 13 Wi = sz W>i = 13, (5)
where the MPO bond indices are 1-dimensional dummy
indices and do not affect the shape of the tensors. The
MPO representation of sˆz3 is graphically given in Fig. 2. For
trivially transforming operators, such as sˆz or nˆ, which do
not change the quantum numbers of the state, it is entirely
sufficient to store the identity MPO component 1di and the
local representation (e.g., sz) of the operator in question
(e.g., sˆz) as rank-4 tensors of size (1,1,di,di). One can then
construct the MPO representation on the fly.
Operators, which do change a quantum number, such as
sˆ+i or cˆ
†
i , are more complicated. Since each tensor has to
locally preserve symmetries and hence quantum numbers, the
additional quantum number must be carried from the active
site i to the left edge of the system. In turn, the chain of
identity operators to the left of the active site must allow for
this quantum number on their MPO bond indices, while those
on the right of the active site only carry the vacuum quantum
numbers (cf. Fig. 2). Therefore it is necessary to store different
identity operator tensor representations for the left and right
halves of the system. It is advisable to simply always store left
and right identities together with the active site tensor, as the
memory requirements of these small tensors are negligible and
there is no need for logic differentiating trivially transforming
and nontrivially transforming operators.
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Note that the case where no quantum numbers are used
(either because they are not preserved by the system or not
supported by the implementation) is identical to each operator
and state transforming trivially and each leg only carrying a
single, appropriately sized vacuum sector. In this case, the
left and right identity operator tensor representations are again
identical.
A. Fermionic operators
The implementation of anticommutation relations for
fermionic operators can also occur at the level of MPO
representations of single-site operators [16]. Proper anti-
commutation within the local state space of a single site,
c
†
↑,ic
†
↓,i = −c†↓,ic†↑,i , is contained in the correct definition of
the local site tensor.
Nonlocal anticommutation between operators on different
sites requires a defined ordering of all fermionic operators.
There is a natural ordering of operators along the MPO chain
from the left to the right. It then suffices to replace the identities
in the previous section either to the left or to the right of the
active site by parity operators, which give a phase of −1 if
there is an odd number of fermions on the respective sites.
As an example, consider a product state |ψ〉 =∏L
i=1 [(c†i↑)
ni↑ (c†i↓)
ni↓ ]|vacuum〉. An operator c†↓,j applied to|ψ〉 has to be commuted past all operators with i < j . For
each niσ 	= 0, it picks up a minus sign. Each of these signs
can be implemented as the application of the local parity
operator pˆi = (−1)ni . The MPO is then constructed as a chain
of parity tensors p, the active site tensor c†↑ and then a chain of
right MPO identity components 1di , graphically represented
in Fig. 3. Constructed in such a way, fermionic MPOs can be
treated exactly the same as bosonic MPOs in all applications
that follow.
B. Nonhomogenous systems
It is possible to simulate nonhomogeneous systems using
MPS and MPO. Such a nonhomogeneity could be different
spin sizes in a spin chain or the presence of both fermionic
and bosonic sites in the system (the case of nonhomogeneous
hopping between otherwise identical sites will be handled later
in Sec. IV). The former case of nonhomogeneity can be used to
represent some experimental systems with alternating S = 1
and 1/2 spins as well as reduce finite-size effects in S = 1
spin chains by placing S = 1/2 spins at the two edges. The
latter case might be helpful in simulating physical systems
with bosonic and fermionic species, as they commonly occur
in experiments with ultracold atoms.
FIG. 3. Graphical representation of the fermionic creation oper-
ator c†3↑ on a four-site system. Labels correspond to the fermionic
particle quantum numbers.
FIG. 4. Graphical representation of cˆ†4,↑ and cˆ
†
3 in a nonhomoge-
neous system. Sites 1 and 3 may contain bosons, while sites 2 and 4
may contain up to four fermions. The creation operator c†i(σ ) is taken
to create either a fermion or boson, depending on the type of the site
i. The parity tensor pF = (−1)nF has been used on the second site in
place of the usual identity to implement fermionic anticommutation
rules for c†4,↑. Labels denote the NF and NB quantum numbers on the
corresponding indices.
Suppose we have two types of sites in our system. Even
sites may contain zero, one or two fermions, while odd sites
may contain up to a certain number of bosons.
If we then wish to construct the fermionic creation operator
c
†
2i,↑, we have to ensure that the identities used to its left
and right match the corresponding physical basis on those
sites. Further, if we use U(1)NF ×U(1)NB quantum numbers
for fermion and boson number conservation, the identities
to the left need MPO bond indices transforming as NF = 1
and NB = 0. In contrast, if we apply a bosonic creation
operator c†2i+1, the bond indices of those identities have to
transform as NF = 0,NB = 1.2 Figure 4 gives examples of
those creation operators.
This has two implications. First, for every type t ′ of sites
in the system, we need to define an appropriate active tensor
representing (say) c† acting on a site of this type t ′. Second,
for every active site type t ′ on which the operator acts, we also
need to store an appropriate left and right identity tensors for
all types of sites.
Thus, if we have T different types of sites in our system,
we need to store up to T + 2T 2 rank-4 tensors per single-site
operator. However, since these tensors are still only of size
(1,1,di,di), and the number of different types T is typically
also small, this is not a concern in practice.
Consider the example of a spin chain with S = 1 spins in
the bulk and two S = 1/2 spins at the boundaries. To construct
s+i on the fly, we need to store ten rank-4 tensors: first, we need
to store two tensors representing s+i acting on sites with S = 1
and 1/2. Second, for each of these two, we need to store two
left-identities which we place on sites with S = 1 and S = 1/2,
respectively, to the left of site i. Similarly, we need a total of
four right-identities to be placed on sites to the right of site i
with S = 1 and 1/2, respectively, for a total of ten tensors of
2In this specific case, it might be reasonable to set c†2i+1 equal to
zero and call the bosonic creators a†. For spin systems, it is, however,
entirely reasonable to have sˆz both on S = 1/2 sites (at the edge) and
S = 1 sites (in the bulk) of the system.
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FIG. 5. Product of two MPOs for the tensors on a single site i.
The product is built the same way on all sites i ∈ [1,L] of the system.
Matching physical indices are contracted and the two left and right
MPO bond indices merged into one on each side.
size (1,1,2S + 1,2S + 1); in this specific case, requiring the
storage of 55 scalar values in total.3
IV. ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS WITH MATRIX
PRODUCT OPERATORS
The implementation of arithmetic operations with MPOs is
well-known already [6,17] and is entirely independent of the
specific form of the operands. In particular, the implementation
can handle single-site operators as constructed in the previous
section and MPOs resulting from earlier arithmetic operations
on equal footing.
A. Products of matrix product operators
Given two operators ˆA, ˆB and their MPO representation
tensors {Ai} and {Bi}, the product ˆR = ˆA ˆB (read from right
to left, ˆB is applied first) can be built on each site individually.
It is graphically represented in Fig. 5. The lower physical
index of each Ai is contracted with the upper physical index
of the corresponding Bi . The left and right MPO indices of the
tensors are merged into one fat index. This procedure results in
an MPO with bond dimensions wri = wai · wbi . Specifically, the
product of two single-site operators (MPO bond dimension 1)
is again an MPO with bond dimension 1. The scalar products of
operators occurring during the implementation of non-Abelian
symmetries in tensor networks can similarly be implemented
independently of the operator at hand.
B. Sums of matrix product operators
The sum of two operators ˆA + ˆB = ˆR, represented by
MPO components {Ai},{Bi}, and {Ri} can also be constructed.
Considering only the MPO bond indices, i.e., treating {Ai} as
matrices of operators, the components of the resulting MPO
are built as follows:
R1 = (A1 B1), (6)
R1<i<L =
(
Ai 0
0 Bi
)
, (7)
RL =
(
AL
BL
)
. (8)
3Five of the tensors are of size (1,1,2,2) for S = 1/2 sites, requiring
four numbers each. The other five are of size (1,1,3,3) for S = 1 sites
with nine scalar entries. We hence need to store 5×4 + 5×9 scalar
values to represent s+i on any site i.
For example, for a L = 3 MPO, it is easy to verify that this
results in the desired form representing ˆA + ˆB. The sum of
two MPOs has a bond dimension wri = wai + wbi .
V. MATRIX PRODUCT OPERATOR COMPRESSION
When constructing the MPO representation of a single-site
operator as described in Sec. III, the resulting operator will
have bond dimension 1 and will be in its most efficient
representation. Products of such single-site operators (such
as cˆ
†
i cˆ
†
kcˆl cˆj ) will keep the bond dimension at 1. However, the
bond dimension will grow linearly in the number of such terms
that are added together. Naively, a four-term interaction MPO
representing
∑L
ijkl cˆ
†
i cˆ
†
kcˆl cˆj will have maximal bond dimen-
sions wL/2 = O(L4). The leading term in the computational
cost of DMRG typically scales linearly in the maximal wi and
linearly in L, but there are subleading terms of quadratic order
in wi . Hence some way to avoid this quintic or even decic
scaling is absolutely necessary.
Compressing an MPO will in general reduce its bond
dimension to the bare minimum. For example, the sum of two
identical MPOs will have a doubled bond dimension, which is
obviously not necessary—a prefactor of 2 multiplied into the
first tensor would correspond to the same operator. Similarly,
two addends with long strings of identities to the left and right
of the active sites, such as nˆi + nˆi+1 can easily “share” these
strings such that the most efficient MPO has bond dimension
1 everywhere but on bond (i,i + 1), where 2 is the minimum
required.
The compression methods presented here for MPOs are
based on the same idea as those for MPS; for a given MPO,
which has components Wi and Wi+1 on sites i and i + 1, it is
possible to rewrite
Wi → W ′i := Wip, (9)
W
′σiτi
i;wi−1w′i
:=
∑
wi
W
σiτi
i;wi−1wipwiw
′
i
; (10)
Wi+1 → W ′i+1 := p−1Wi+1, (11)
W
′σi+1τi+1
i+1;w′iwi+1 :=
∑
wi
p−1w′wiW
σi+1τi+1
i+1;wiwi+1 (12)
without changing the MPO itself. For some MPO components,
it is possible to find matrices p ∈ Cwi×w′i with w′i < wi . The
new tensors W ′ then have a smaller bond dimension w′i while
representing the same original MPO, as only the matrix product
of Wi and Wi+1 or W ′i and W ′i+1 is relevant for the operator.
This is entirely analogous to the MPS, which also offer this
gauge freedom and where it is also possible to use it in order
to compress the size of the MPS.
It must be stressed that the compression methods presented
here work iteratively on a bond-by-bond basis and cannot find a
globally different (but better) MPO representation. However,
for MPOs investigated here, we are still able to recover the
optimal representation in most cases and a near-optimal repre-
sentation even for extremely difficult problems. For the latter,
it would be possible to combine the compression methods here
with others, such as an iterative fitting method [10].
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A. Rescaling singular value decomposition
The singular value decomposition of MPOs has been
proposed before [6,10], and in infinite-precision arithmetic,
it would work exactly the same as for an MPS. Given a tensor
W
σiτi
i;wi−1wi , the indices wi−1,σi and τi are combined into a larger
index γ , yielding the matrix Mγwi . This matrix is decomposed
via SVD as Mγwi = Uγw′i · Sw′iw′i · Vw′iwi . Columns of Uγw′i and
rows of Vw′iwi , which correspond to negligible singular values
in Sw′iw′i are removed. Uγw′i is reshaped into the compressed
tensor W ′σiτi
i;wi−1w′i
. The product Sw′iw′i · Vw′iwi acts as a transfer
matrix and is multiplied into the next tensor on the right,
compressing the dimension of the MPO on bond (i,i + 1).
Sweeping left to right and right to left through the MPO
compresses all bonds.
Unfortunately, a straightforward SVD yields extremely
large singular values. The issue can be observed in Fig. 6
(labels “standard”). Given an uncompressed Fermi-Hubbard
Hamiltonian with some finite-range interaction on systems of
length L equal to 20, 40, and 80, we compress the left and right
halves and then calculate the singular value spectrum in the
center of the system. With increasing system size, we observe
singular values growing as large as 1026. At the same time, the
numerical noise, singular values normally discarded, grows as
large as 1012!
The magnitude of the singular values is linked to the fact that
while we can always rescale an MPS to have Frobenius norm
1, an operator will in principle have a system-size dependent
Frobenius norm. Normalizing all tensors but one, as is common
for SVD, implies that only this one tensor will carry the full
norm of the operator.
This leads to two problems. First, there is difficulty in
deciding which singular values should be kept, as even the
FIG. 6. Typical singular value distribution observed during the
compression of a large Hamiltonian MPO with (rescaled) and without
(standard) rescaling for different system sizes. There is a sharp
drop in magnitude of the singular values between those relating to
components of the operator and those made redundant by the SVD.
Without rescaling, the overall magnitude of singular values grows
exponentially with system size, leading to numerical errors. With
rescaling, all relevant singular values have magnitude independent of
the system size. (Inset) Zoom-in on the relevant first 18 singular values
with rescaling, which are of roughly constant magnitude independent
of the system size.
singular values strictly associated to numerical noise become
extremely large. Second, compared to the normalized tensors
to its left and right, the entries of the singular value tensor will
have a grossly different order of magnitude, resulting in great
precision loss during subsequent operations.
To avoid such large singular values, we can rescale the
singular value tensor S by a scalar value. While this destroys
the orthonormality of the resulting MPO bond basis, it
preserves the orthogonality. Further, since all basis vectors
are still of the same length, compression can proceed as usual,
either based on a sharp cutoff or on a dynamic detection of the
drop-off in magnitude of singular values (cf. Fig. 6). Lastly,
properly chosen, such a rescaling can most often ensure that
the norm of the operator is evenly distributed throughout its
length, rather than concentrated in a single place.
In practice, we found it helpful to calculate the arithmetic
average aS of the singular values in the tensor S and rescale
S → 1
aS
S such that this average is of order one. The tensor W ′i
is multiplied with the inverse of the scaling factor to preserve
the overall norm. To minimize numerical instabilities, it is
advisable to choose the power of two closest to aS as the scaling
factor, since such multiplications are exact with IEEE-754
floating point numbers.
With this rescaling after each SVD during the compression
sweeps, we observe singular values of magnitudes between 1
and 100 independent of the system length and numerical noise,
clearly recognizable as such of magnitude 10−14 or smaller.
However, there are still caveats and counterindications against
using SVD in specific cases, primarily concerning MPO
representations of projectors or sums of operators involving
projectors. First, when attempting to compress a suboptimal
representation of a projector, SVD even with rescaling often
struggles to properly distribute the norm throughout the
system. For example, given the projector
ˆP↓ =
L∏
i=1
(
ˆ1i
2
− sˆzi
)
(13)
on the S = 1/2 Heisenberg chain of lenght L, an SVD
compression will lead to exponentially large terms in the first
and last tensor, with the (otherwise properly compressed) terms
in the bulk all carrying a prefactor 1/2.
Second, when attempting to evaluate sums of operators
with greatly varying Frobenius norms, SVD will often entirely
discard the smaller operator. This is not a concern for most
Hamiltonians, as they are built from few-body interaction
terms all with roughly the same order of magnitude. However,
when evaluating ˆ1 − ˆP↓ in the above system, the result from
SVD is simply ˆ1. This can be understood since ||ˆ1||Frob =√
dL = 2L/2 while || ˆP↓||Frob = 1. In a similar fashion, if
SVD were tasked with the compression of the sum of two
MPS, one of norm
√
dL and the other of norm 1, the result
would also simply be the larger of the two states, as soon
as the difference in the two is lost in the numerical noise of
order 10−16.
Both problems can be detected reliably. For the first, it is
sufficient to compare, e.g., the norm of each MPO component:
if one or two (i.e., at the edges of the system) is much greater
than in the bulk, SVD failed to properly distribute the norm.
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For the second, it is sufficient to compare the Frobenius
norms of addends before operator addition, if in doubt. As
a rule of thumb, the Frobenius norm is exponential in the
number of identity MPO components. It is hence possible to
sum few-body interaction terms together (as they typically
occur in Hamiltonians or correlators) or alternatively sum
“few-identity” terms (such as projectors) together. However,
this rule only applies to sums of MPOs, not products of MPOs.
Special care must be taken in those cases and it must be
checked carefully whether the errors introduced by SVD are
acceptable relative to the problem at hand.
B. Deparallelization
The SVD method has the disadvantage that it destroys the
extreme sparsity of the usual MPO tensors and relies on a
robust and small window of singular values encountered in
the MPO. Employing quantum number labels reduces this
destruction of sparsity to the scope of individual blocks,
which will often be implemented as dense tensors in any case.
However, in particular, for simple homogenous operators, it
is desirable to keep the sparse, natural structures of MPO. It
is furthermore sometimes also necessary to compress MPOs
with greatly varying singular values.
The much simpler deparallelization method avoids both
issues entirely. Sparsity is largely conserved and the com-
pression does not rely on singular values. It furthermore does
not rescale most elements of the tensor, keeping the norm
distributed in the same way as before. It was first presented
in Ref. [4] and can be considered a slight generalization from
the fork-merge method presented in Ref. [13], from “forking”
and “merging” only identity operators to arbitrary strings of
operators.
The algorithm is presented in detail in Appendix B. The
basic idea is again to re-shape each site tensor Wσiτii;wiwi+1 into a
matrixMγwi+1 . Then, columns ofM , which are entirely parallel
to any previous column are removed, with the respective
proportionality factor stored in the transfer matrix to be
multiplied into the next site tensor.
This procedure results in a MPO that is often optimal for
spatially homogeneous operators and retains the advantageous
structure of analytically constructed MPO tensors. For more
difficult Hamiltonians, it often results in suboptimal represen-
tations.
VI. DELINEARIZATION
The delinearization method aims to combine the advantages
of the SVD and the deparallelization. It is suitable to compress
any MPO, including the previously mentioned sums of projec-
tors and Hamiltonians as well as complicated Hamiltonians.
In most cases, it results in an optimal MPO dimension. For
extremely large MPOs, the resulting bond dimensions tend
to be slightly larger than with SVD compression. However,
the original sparsity of the MPO is largely preserved, even in
the dense subblocks4 labeled by quantum numbers. Wherever
4When quantum numbers (both from Abelian and non-Abelian
symmetries) are employed in tensor networks, it becomes possible to
FIG. 7. MPO bond dimension of the representation of Eq. (14)
over the length of the chain for different chain lengths, here at h = 1,
Jx = 1/2, Jy = 1/3, and Jz = 1/5 to illustrate the generic case. The
leftmost and rightmost bonds have dimension four, whereas the bulk
bond dimension is five as in the analytical solution.
possible, it attempts to ensure that no spurious small terms can
occur in the Hamiltonian.
The algorithm is presented in full detail in Appendix C.
Similar to the deparallelization, we attempt to remove columns
from the Mγwi+1 matrix, but now allow for linear combinations
of previously kept columns to replace the column in question,
whenever possible under the constraint that no cancellation to
exactly zero can occur (this avoids the spurious small terms).
VII. EXAMPLES
We will present three examples of MPO generation using
the above construction method. First, we show that it works
well for the simple example of nearest-neighbor interactions
on spin chains and even for small powers of the Hamiltonian.
Second, we explain that it is very easy to generate the
Hamiltonian for the Fermi-Hubbard model on a cylinder in
hybrid real- and momentum space. Third, we present data that
the construction method also correctly sums up partial terms
in a toy model for the full quantum chemistry Hamiltonian.
A. Spin chains with nearest-neighbour interactions
We consider the Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor inter-
actions on a spin chain:
ˆH =
L∑
i=1
h ˆSzi +
∑
a=x,y,z
L−1∑
i=1
JaS
a
i S
a
i+1. (14)
We can construct analytically an optimal representation of
this Hamiltonian [6], which has MPO bond dimension 5. In
comparison, we can plot the dimension of each bond of the nu-
merically constructed representation for various system sizes
(cf. Fig. 7). As is clearly visible, the bond dimension quickly
saturates at five and stays constant O(1) independent of the
system length. The algorithm even finds an improvement over
the usual analytic solution, as only one ˆSz term is necessary at
the boundary. In the bulk, it completely reproduces the analytic
split the original, dense tensor into smaller dense tensor blocks which
transform uniquely under these quantum numbers. The size of these
blocks, e.g., the number of states with total spin S = 0, is the most
relevant scaling dimension.
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TABLE I. Bond dimensions wL/2 in the center of an L = 100
chain of powers of the nearest-neighbor spin-chain Hamiltonian (14)
with SVD and delinearization compression. Relative sparsity of the
resulting MPO is included for the delinearization method (SVD does
not preserve sparsity at all). We compare with the results of Fro¨wis
et al. [10] for the XXZ Hamiltonian constructed with an iterative
fitting procedure, which could also be combined with our construction
method for MPOs.
Order ˆHn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SVD: wL/2 5 9 16 32 51 64 92
DLN: wL/2 5 9 16 32 51 81 126
DLN: Sparsity 81% 84% 82% 89% 88% 88% 85%
Fitting method: 5 9 16 32 51 79 110
Ref. [10], wmax
solution, here at the example of Jx = Jy = Jz = h = 1:
Wbulk =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 sz sz sy sx
0 1 0 0 0
0 sz 0 0 0
0 sy 0 0 0
0 sz 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠. (15)
Further, we can construct powers of the Hamiltonian ˆH ,
here specifically with coefficients h = 1, Jx = 1/2, Jy = 1/3,
and Jz = 1/5. The procedure is to first generate ˆH using only
deparallelization, which leads to the near-analytic solution at
bond dimension 5. We then multiply the MPO with itself
to generate ˆH 2 and compress the operator using SVD or
Delinearization. Multiplying with ˆH repeatedly, we construct
up to the seventh power of ˆH and compare the bond dimen-
sions with those resulting from an iterative fitting procedure
(cf. Table I).
For small powers n, the resulting bond dimensions from
the three compression methods coincide. For higher powers,
the SVD method results in somewhat lower bond dimensions.
This could be both due to numerical inaccuracies in either
method (e.g., erroneously discarding small but relevant sin-
gular values) or the fitting approach getting stuck in a local
minimum. To numerical accuracy, the error resulting from the
SVD compression is zero, however.
In comparison, the delinearization method encounters
cyclic linear dependencies it cannot break when attempting to
compress the higher-power MPO representations. This results
in a larger bond dimension. However, the original sparsity
of the MPO, calculated as the relative number of exactly zero
entries in the dense sub-blocks of the MPO, is largely preserved
at over 80% zero entries while no such entries where found
after SVD compression.
B. Fermi-Hubbard Hamiltonian on a cylinder in hybrid space
The Fermi-Hubbard model in two dimensions is a problem
of ongoing research. When attempting a solution of two-
dimensional problems with DMRG, the usual course of action
is the mapping onto a cylinder [18]. This allows for periodic
boundary conditions along the cylinder width, while keeping
the ends of the cylinder open, as is advantageous for DMRG.
With coordinates x along the length L of the cylinder and
coordinates y along its width W , we can then write the
Hamiltonian as
ˆH = −
W∑
y=1
L∑
x=1
cˆ†x,y · cˆx,y+1 + H.c.
−
W∑
y=1
L−1∑
x=1
cˆ†x,y · cˆx+1,y + H.c.
+ U
2
W∑
y=1
L∑
x=1
(cˆ†x,y · cˆx,y)2 − cˆ†x,y · cˆx,y . (16)
The first two lines are the usual kinetic term containing
nearest-neighbor hopping along the width and the length
of the cylinder. The third term is the on-site interaction
with coefficient U , already written in anticipation of the
following Fourier transformation. The objects c† and c are
SU(2)-invariant operators, the scalar product c† · c could be
expanded out to the usual form c†↑c↑ + c†↓c↓. This model
has explicit SU(2)Spin symmetry with quantum number S and
U(1)Charge symmetry with quantum number N .
Following Ref. [12], we can perform a Fourier transforma-
tion along the width of the cylinder with the identities
cˆx,y = 1√
W
W∑
k=1
e2π i
k
W
y cˆx,k, (17)
cˆ†x,y =
1√
W
W∑
k=1
e−2π i
k
W
y cˆx,k, (18)
to achieve the form
ˆH = −
L∑
x=1
W∑
k=1
2 cos
(
2π
k
W
)
cˆ
†
x,k · cˆx,k
−
L−1∑
x=1
W∑
k=1
cˆ
†
x,k · cˆx+1,k + H.c.
+ U
2
L∑
x=1
W∑
k=1
[
W∑
lm=1
1
W
(
cˆ
†
x,k · cˆx,l
)(
cˆ†x,m · cˆx,k−l+m
)]
− cˆ†x,k · cˆx,k. (19)
The individual terms are again the widthwise hopping, now
diagonal, then the lengthwise hopping, which did not change,
and the interaction term. The interaction term is now a proper
four-body interaction spanning every ring of the cylinder. For
very wide cylinders, this would be prohibitively expensive,
but since DMRG is exponentially bound in the width of the
cylinders due to the entanglement structure regardless of the
choice of real- or momentum space basis, this is not a major
concern.
Again following Ref. [12], we can also exploit the ZW
momentum conservation symmetry to increase the sparsity
of both the MPO and the MPS by attaching an additional
quantum number K to each local basis state. This requires
a nonhomogenous basis, as the one-electron state on site
(x,k) has to transform as K = k (while of course keeping
its spin and charge quantum numbers S and N , respectively).
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FIG. 8. Maximal MPO bond dimension (left axis) and maximal
block size (right axis) for the Fermi-Hubbard Hamiltonian on a
cylinder with nearest-neighbor hopping and (real-space) on-site
interactions. The maximal bond dimension occurs in the middle of
each ring of the cylinder and is independent of the cylinder length.
This is also the bond on which the size of the largest quantum number
block becomes maximal if only deparallelization (DPL) compression
is employed. On this problem, SVD and delinearization (DLN) result
in the same bond dimensions. With either of the two, the largest
quantum number block is fairly uniformly three, only dropping down
to two on the inter-ring connections.
Similarly, the two-electron state on this site has to transform
as K = 2k. For the same reason, the operator cˆ†x,k and its
MPO representation not only transform as S = 1/2 and N = 1
but also as K = k, which depends on the site on which the
operator acts.
There is additional freedom in the choice of ordering of the
two-dimensional pairs (x,k) on the one-dimensional DMRG
chain. Here, we choose a Z-like pattern, connecting the last site
of each ring to the first site of the next ring. Further, we have the
freedom to re-arrange the momentum sites k within the ring,
ideally to minimize both the bond dimension of ˆH as well as
to reduce the entanglement of the resulting MPS ground state.
Expecting antiferromagnetic correlations, we place momenta
separated by π next to each other, e.g., for eight sites, the order-
ing within a ring is k = 0, π, π/4, 5π/4, π/2, 3π/2, 3π/4,
and 7π/4.
The most important scaling is given by the maximal bond
dimension of the MPO. The size of this parameter affects
the runtime needed by DMRG. Figure 8 shows the maximal
bond dimension of the MPO representation constructed using
this method for U = 2. This maximal bond dimension is
independent of the cylinder length L and occurs in the middle
of each ring. In comparison with the simple deparallelization,
the total bond dimensions resulting from either the SVD
compression or the delinearization compression are only
slightly smaller. However, both the SVD and delinearization
method reduce the size of the largest dense blocks in the tensors
from 8 to 3.
Inspecting those dense blocks on, e.g., a 16×4 lattice, we
find that with the delinearization method, 8% of the stored
values are exactly zero, 14% exactly −1, and 32% exactly +1.
In comparison, after SVD compression, an exactly zero value
never occurs and the two most common values are ≈ ± √4/3
at 4% and 14%, respectively. Hence even in such small blocks
of size at most 3×3, the delinearization method preserves
sparsity and a relatively simple tensor structure to a noticeable
degree.
Independent of the compression method, we observe largely
linear growth of the maximal bond dimension with the cylinder
width. This can be explained by the momentum conservation
in the interaction term: given two fixed operators on one half
of the system and a third operator on the other half, there is
only one valid location for the fourth operator. Hence we get
overall O(L) scaling.
C. Full electronic randomized Fermi-Hubbard representation
Contrary to the fairly homogenous problems in solid-state
physics, the application of MPO-based algorithms in quantum
chemistry is more difficult [13]. In particular, there are often
long-range four-body interactions with different coupling
coefficients. As a toy model for such a Hamiltonian, we
consider the operator
ˆH =
∑
στ=↑↓
L∑
ijkl
Vijkl cˆ
†
iσ cˆ
†
kτ cˆlτ cˆjσ (20)
with Vijkl = Vjilk , |Vijkl| < 2 but coefficients otherwise ran-
dom. Construction of this Hamiltonian with the presented
method is extremely expensive–L4 MPO-MPO additions
have to be evaluated and the intermediate sums have to be
continuously compressed to avoid quartic growth of bond
dimensions. Nevertheless, we are able to construct the MPO
representation of the Hamiltonian for L up to ≈34. With more
advanced techniques and a modest amount of preprocessing,
which are outside the scope of this paper, it would be possible
to also construct the Hamiltonian for larger systems.
For this ˆH , the maximal bond size always occurs in the
middle of the system at bond L/2 (or bonds L/2 − 1 and L/2
for odd L). It is possible to sum up partial terms in (20) to
the left and right of a given bondso that there are only O(L2)
terms remaining on either side [13].
Figure 9 shows the maximal bond dimension for a given
system length after construction from single-site operators via
multiplication, addition and compression by deparallelization
(every L steps) and SVD (every L2 steps). Using the
delinearization method instead of the SVD compression,
the resulting bond dimensions increase slightly at larger
system sizes, as the delinearization cannot always break cyclic
linear dependencies in its input columns. However, the bond
dimensions as returned by delinearization still have decidedly
quadratic scaling.
The main advantage of the method is then in its flexibility.
Adding another type of interaction, changing coefficients or
changing the system size can be done independently of the
implementation of the compression methods as well as the
definition of the single site operators.
The parameters of the optimal result can be explained
as follows. First, there are always two identity terms which
correspond to summands with all i, j, k, and l to the left
or right of the center bond, resulting in the two constant
terms. Further, there are L contributions each for one out of
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FIG. 9. Maximal MPO bond dimension in the middle of the chain
for the representation of the full quantum chemistry Hamiltonian
in (20). The maximal bond dimension after SVD compression for
even lengths behaves exactly as wmax(L) = 2L2 + 3L + 2, which
is the optimal result. We included some data for odd lengths L
for completeness; the increase in bond dimension from L = 2n to
L = 2n + 1 is consistently four with SVD. With delinearization
compression, the result is exactly the same as with SVD for L  16,
for larger system sizes, the optimal representation is not always found,
but the scaling is still decidedly quadratic.
i, j, k, and l to the left and three to the right (and vice versa)
as well as L contributions for i = j or k = l. Finally, there
are L2 ways each to distribute two out of i, j, k, and l on the
left or the right of the system. This is in agreement with recent
results by Chan et al. [14] who also find a leading term 2L2.
The SVD compression therefore leads to the optimal MPO
representation with scaling O(L2).
VIII. CALCULATION OF HIGHER MOMENTS
The calculation of higher moments is an obvious applica-
tion of MPO techniques. For example, the energy variance
σ 2 = 〈H 2〉 − 〈H 〉2 = 〈(H − E)2〉 is a robust alternative to
calculating the truncation error that has many advantages [4].
However, the naive computation of the variance as the
difference between the second moment 〈H 2〉 and the square of
the energy is extremely prone to catastrophic cancellation [19]
due to subtraction of two numbers that have a large magnitude,
whereas the result has typically a small magnitude. In double-
precision floating point numerics that are typical for MPS
calculations, there are approximately 16 decimal digits of
precision available, so if one wants to be able to resolve
a variance of, say 10−10, this implies that the total energy
of the system can be no larger than 103. In practice that is
a gross overestimate, since roundoff errors will account for
at least a digit or two as well, which means that in typical
calculations one encounters numerical problems evaluating
the variance when the system size gets to around L ∼ 100
or so sites. The solution to recovering numerical precision
is to construct an MPO representation of (H − E)2 directly,
thereby distributing the constant energy term across each site of
the MPO. The intermediate sums formed when contracting the
FIG. 10. The variance 〈(H − E)2〉 of the MPS approximation to
the ground state of the S = 1 Heisenberg chain, as a function of
bond dimension m. The naive calculation of 〈H 2〉 − E2 is subject
to catastrophic cancellation and cannot be obtained accurately.
The properly constructed MPO representation for (H − E)2 is
well-conditioned and obtains full numerical precision. The dif-
ference  = (〈H 2〉 − E2) − 〈(H − E)2〉 is consistently of order
10−8, i.e., relevant as soon as the variance becomes sufficiently
accurate.
MPO are then bounded to be O(1)—the only component of the
summation that diverges with system size is the variance itself,
which is only linear in L. The MPO representation (H − E)2
is straightforward to construct, by starting from the MPO
representation of H and subtracting the local contribution to
the energy at each site,
WH−Ei = WHi − Ei , (21)
where each Ei is the contribution to the energy due to site i.
Unless a better value is available, Etotal/L can be used here.
The squared MPO can then be generated straightforwardly, and
it is important that the MPO compression scheme preserves
the structure of the MPO, which is true at least for the
parallel compression algorithm. This loss of accuracy through
catastrophic cancellation is demonstrated in Fig. 10. This is
obtained for a spinS = 1 Heisenberg chain withL = 100 sites.
With the uncontrolled algorithm, catastrophic cancellation
limits the accuracy of the variance calculation to O(10−8),
but with proper construction of the MPO, the variance can be
calculated to full accuracy. This difference in how the variance
is computed depends drastically on the system size, since the
variance is linear in system size but the cancellation of terms
in 〈H 2〉 − E2 is O(L2). Higher moments are affected even
more drastically, since the kth moment involves subtraction of
terms of order Lk . The generalization to higher moments is
best viewed in terms of the cumulant expansion, since each
cumulant is linearly extensive in the system size and they
exactly capture the numerical divergences of the moment
expansion. The first cumulant κ1 is just the energy itself,
and the second cumulant κ2 = σ 2 is the variance. The third
cumulant, which characterizes the skewness of the distribution,
is given by κ3 = 〈H 3〉 − 3〈H 2〉〈H 〉 + 2〈H 〉3, and is obtained
from the MPO representation
W [3] = ((H − κ1)2 − κ2)(H − κ1). (22)
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If the MPO is properly constructed in this way then there are no
intermediate terms that grow with the system size as the MPO
is contracted, and there is essentially no practical limit to the
accuracy of evaluating higher order moments (the exponential
time cost from the dimension of the MPO is the limiting factor,
not accuracy of computation).
This structure is implicit in the triangular MPO formulation
for infinite systems [20]. In determining the expectation values
of higher moments of an iMPO, the recursive formulation pre-
sented in Ref. [21] keeps control over the numerical precision
without explicitly removing the energy contributions, due to
the particular triangular structure (Jordan form) of the expecta-
tion values. The contributions to the moment that diverge with
each power of the system size are obtained separately as the
coefficients of a polynomial expansion. Efficient compression
of translationally invariant infinite MPOs has some distinct
features compared with finite MPOs, and this will be described
in detail in a future publication [22].
IX. CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK
This paper presents a generic construction method to
generate an efficient MPO representation of arbitrary operators
in the context of second-generation DMRG algorithms. The
method only requires the definition of single-site operator
tensors and the implementation of arithmetic operations on
MPOs as well as compression of an MPO. Any operator
can then be expressed in a few loops of any object-oriented
programming language. In turn, the method facilitates the
study of varying and complex systems, as the amount of work
to be done up front prior to DMRG calculations is substantially
lowered.
The simplest compression method presented (deparal-
lelization) can handle most nearest-neighbor Hamiltonians,
while for more complicated MPOs, either the SVD or the
delinearization should be used (cf. Table II).
The resulting MPO either exactly reproduces the optimal
analytical solution (for spatially homogenous short-range
operators) or is the optimal representation which would be
difficult to construct analytically (for medium-range Hamil-
tonians in two dimensions as well as powers of short-range
Hamiltonians). In principle, it is also possible to apply the
method to the quantum chemistry Hamiltonian, but compu-
tational costs of a naive implementation become too large to
be feasible. It would be possible to combine the compression
techniques presented here with other compression methods
in the future, if necessary. The implementation is compatible
with non-Abelian spin and charge symmetries enforced on the
tensor level. The generalization to tree-tensor networks is also
straightforward.
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APPENDIX A: SUGGESTED MPO
COMPRESSION PROCEDURE
MPO compression of an arbitrary operator should occur
in three stages: (1) performing one full sweep using the de-
parallelization method, (2) performing sweeps using the strict
delinearization method until bond dimensions stay constant,
and (3) performing sweeps using the relaxed delinearization
method until bond dimensions stay constant. The motivation
for this sequence is to firstly reduce the bond dimension as
much as possible with the fairly cheap deparallelization, then
move on to the more costly delinearization and finally, if a
cyclic dependency occurs which cannot be broken without
allowing cancellation to zero, use the relaxed delinearization.
Note that if the MPO is already optimal, the last step will not
introduce such small terms.
Independent of the compression method, each full sweep
iterates twice over the full system, once from left to right
and then from right to left. On each site i, the local tensor
W
σiτi
i;wi−1wi is reshaped into a matrix Mγwi (Mγwi−1 ) during
left-to-right (right-to-left) sweeps. The matrix M is then
decomposed as M = ˜M · T . ˜M is reshaped into the new site
tensor ˜Wσiτii;wi−1w˜i ( ˜W
σiτi
i;w˜i−1wi ) with the transfer matrix T being
multiplied into the next site tensor Wi+1 (Wi−1) during left-to-
right (right-to-left) sweeps. The decomposition M → ˜M · T
is described in the following sections for the deparallelization
and delinearization methods.
APPENDIX B: DEPARALLELIZATION ALGORITHM
Input: Matrix Mab.
Output: Matrices ˜Maβ , Tβb so that Mab =
∑
β MaβTβb and
˜M has at most as many columns as M and no two columns
that are parallel to each other.
Procedure:
(1) Let K be the set of kept columns, empty initially.
(2) Let T be the dynamically resized transfer matrix.
(3) For every column index j ∈ [1,b]:
(3.1) For every kept index i ∈ [1,|K|]:
(3.1) If the j th column M:j is parallel to column Ki :
(3.1) set Ti,j to the prefactor between the two
columns.
TABLE II. Overview comparison of the three compression methods presented in this paper. Computational cost is a rough statement
regarding the relative costs of the methods, as all three scale cubically in the bond dimension of the MPO.
Method Optimal wmax Sparsity Spurious terms Implementation Complexity Computational Cost
Deparallelization Easy MPOs Preserved None Simple Cheap
Rescaled SVD Always Lost Yes Simple (with LAPACK) Expensive
Delinearization Most MPOs Preserved Nearly none Medium Medium
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(3.2) Otherwise:
(3.1) add M:j to K , set T|K|,j = 1.
(4) Construct ˜M by horizontally concatenating the
columns stored in K .
(5) Return ˜M and T .
The check for parallelicity is ideally done on an el-
ementwise basis by finding the first nonzero element of
either column, calculating the factor between it and the
corresponding element of the other column and then ensuring
that all other elements agree on that prefactor. Zero columns
should be removed with a corresponding zero column stored
in T .
APPENDIX C: DELINEARIZATION ALGORITHM
Input: Matrix Mab, threshold matrix ab.
Output: Matrices ˜Maβ , Tβb so that Mab =
∑
β MaβTβb and
˜M has at most as many columns as M and all columns in ˜M
are linearly independent.
Remark. Initially, the threshold matrix ab is constructed
from Wσiτii;wi−1wi as (σiτiwi−1)wi =
∑
σ ′i τ
′
i
|Wσ ′i τ ′ii;wi−1wi | · εD , i.e.,
each element is the 1-norm of the original operator to which it
belongs multiplied by a small threshold.
Procedure:
(1) If relaxed delinearization: set all elements ab ≡ 0 to
εD .
(2) Deparallelize the rows of Mab:
Mab → RaαMpαb, (C1)
ab → Raαpαb, (C2)
where the elements of p are chosen as the smallest elements
in that column from nonzero rows that were parallel to the kept
row.
(3) Sort the columns of Mp according to the following
criteria, resulting in MpP , pP and a permutation matrix P .
Sorting criteria are
(3.1) The number of exactly zero values in the column,
(3.2) if tied, the number of exactly zero thresholds in
the same column of p,
(3.3) if tied, the number of exactly zero values from the
bottom of the column,
(3.4) if tied, the number of exactly zero thresholds from
the bottom of the same column. of p
(4) For every column μ and associated threshold column
δ in MpP and pP
(4.1) Attempt to solve
Ax = μ, (C3)
where A is the matrix from eligible previously kept
columns. A column is eligible for inclusion in A if it has
no nonzero entry in a row where δ is exactly zero.
The coefficients x are found via QR decomposition with
column scaling (by their respective norms). Rows of R and
QHμ are scaled so that the right-hand side is either 1 or 0
prior to solution by backwards substitution.
(4.2) If any coefficients in x have absolute value less
than εt , remove the associated column from the eligible set
to build A and repeat.
(4.3) If any coefficients in x are close to ±1, replace
them by ±1.
(4.4) If each element (Ax − c)i of the residual is smaller
than δi×cols(A):
(4.1) store the coefficients x;
(4.5) Else
(4.1) add the column to the set of kept columns and
store a coefficient of 1 in the appropriate place.
(5) Collect all kept columns into MpC , associated columns
from pP into pC and construct the transfer matrix T C from
the stored coefficients times the permutation matrix P .
(6) Multiply the row-deparallelization transfer matrix R
back into MpC and pC , yielding MC and C .
(7) If the number of columns in MC is equal to the number
of columns in M , replace MC = M , C = , T C = 1.
(8) Repeat steps (2) through (6) for MC† and C† (i.e.,
delinearize the rows of MC):
MC† = MCRT R, (C4)
MC = T R†MCR†. (C5)
(9) If neither T R† nor MC have fewer columns than M
(9.1) return ˜M = M and T = 1.
(10) Else if T R† has fewer columns than MC ,
(10.1) return ˜M = T R†, T = MCR† · T C ,
(11) Else
(11.1) return ˜M = MC , T = T C .
Remark. During matrix-matrix products Rij =
∑
k AikBkj ,
it is helpful and often necessary to set elements of R for
which |Rij | <
∑
k |Aik||Bkj |εZ is true to zero. This ensures
that where we allow cancellation to zero, we do not introduce
additional terms whenever possible.
Step 1 removes the requirement that we cannot allow
cancellation to zero. Step 2 usually halves the number of rows
of M , as there are often many zero rows or rows parallel
to previous ones, making the subsequent QR decompositions
both faster and more accurate. Step 3 sorts columns such
that those with few nonzero entries are considered first while
attempting to keep an upper-triangular form. The former
helps to find optimal noncancelling linear superpositions,
while the latter attempts to restore the usually preferred
triangular form whenever possible. Steps 7 and 9 reduce
numerical errors by reverting to the input matrix if no
improvements have been found. Finally, steps 8 and 10
often help to break cyclic dependencies and achieve optimal
compression.
APPENDIX D: NUMERICAL THRESHOLD VALUES
The relevant three threshold values are, with the machine
precision nε ≈ 10−16.
(1) εD . During delinearization, a new column has to be
equal to the original one to within this value, relative to
operator norms. In practice, we found √nε ≈ 10−8 to be
a suitable value, as columns are usually either completely
dependent (with very small error) or differ substantially (with
very large error). Too small a threshold will lead to failure
to optimize in some cases, as numerical noise may become
relatively large during a long calculation.
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(2) εZ . The delinearization method is able to work with
operators of very different orders of magnitude in the same
MPO. In turn, this means that small terms are not automatically
discarded as with SVD. This implies that during the various
matrix-matrix products encountered during MPO compres-
sion, special care has to be taken to avoid introducing artifical
small terms. In practice, we found 105nε ≈ 10−11 to work.
(3) εt . This threshold serves to avoid small coefficients
in the transfer matrix, which would lead to valid small
coefficients in the next tensor. For most sensible operators,
coefficients should be of order one and if this is not possible,
it may well be desired to keep the components separate rather
than conflating them into a single column. Our implementation
uses a value of 10−5 here.
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